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Introduction

Sylvie Blum-Reid

University of Florida

The year is 1925. Josephine Baker arrives in Paris as a dancer for the troupe of American dancers showcasing themselves as the *Revue Nègre* at the Théâtre des Champs-Elysées. She stayed on and adopted France for the rest of her career and life, just as France embraced and adopted her. Janet Flanner, *New Yorker* magazine’s correspondent, was tasked to devote a bi-monthly letter from Paris. She spotted the phenomenon that Baker represented at her première, more like a ‘vision’.

International expatriates flocked to Paris from different countries and continents to enjoy the relatively exciting moment where they could express themselves more freely and participate in the avant-garde movements of the times. Many of them, artists, writers, and journalists, lived in the twenties, a period labeled as the ‘roaring twenties’ or the ‘jazz age’. The term “*une génération perdue*” (“a lost generation”) coined by Gertrude Stein (thanks to her mechanic) would also stick to the expats. (Hemingway 29).

Their paths intersected with French intellectuals and artists of the time as they frequented the same bars, bookstores, restaurants, cafés, art galleries, exhibition halls, film houses, and what could then still be called literary salons. Many were housed in the relatively inexpensive Latin Quarter, on the left bank of Paris, near Saint-Germain des Prés and the Montparnasse area. Much has been written on them in terms of contribution, biographies, and careers — some of which focused on the Modernist movement. They have been the object of scrutiny for individual monographs and even graphic novels. The present volume encompasses a selected group of personalities, women who were not necessarily part of the same spheres or of the same origins and background but whose influence still lingers on today amidst the geography of the place. The volume is not intended as an exhaustive list of personalities and the who’s who of the 1920s and 1930s Paris. My attempt is to decentralize the perspective and include a diversity of experiences and projects.

The cartography of Paris and the women’s various walks that accompany and frame studies of the jazz years in Paris (from Shari Benstock to Wambly Bald, Greta Schiller, and Andrea Weiss) and can be found in the book spines
compelled me to initiate the present volume. Many American historians insist on the distinction between the Left Bank and the Right Bank. I do not plan on making this a central preoccupation as people navigated in various hot spots—some of them even lived on boats between both banks. True, many were housed in the Left bank as their key location for various events, displacing what used to take place in Montmartre earlier at the turn of the twentieth century. It is difficult not to envisage Gertrude Stein and Alice B. Toklas at 27 rue de Fleurus, a ground-floor garden apartment, a 10-minute stroll from Janet Flanner’s Saint-Germain hotel; just like it is almost impossible not to reflect on the modern architecture of Villa Seurat and Anaïs Nin’s flat that she rented, just next to Parc Montsouris, on the same dead-end art deco street which housed Ukrainian-born sculptor Chana Orloff’s atelier (studio), and not far from Doria Shafik’s residence hall. Colette moved many times in her adoptive city (Paris) and found housing on both the Left and Right Bank in her multiple moves.

The interwar period constitutes a sort of parenthesis for women who flocked to Paris and started experimenting with various art forms, as well as literary and journalistic styles. Fashion plays an important role in that world where people feel free enough to express themselves through what they decided to wear, or not to wear as opposed to feeling restrained by a socially imposed straitjacket. The figure of the couturière begins and takes flight with, yes, Coco Chanel, but also Elsa Schiaparelli and Sonia Delaunay, a painter who settled in Paris after Madrid and Ukraine and opened her “boutique simultanée.” The female figure changes with short haircuts, small caps, and long flowing dresses, sometimes short skirts. The example of the garçonne comes straight from literature and is reflected in films and on the streets and salons.1 Her figure is thin and androgynous. Fashion under Chanel became more accessible and no longer reserved to or dictated by the elite. French women are copying her models in the provinces. International women come to Paris just to order their wardrobe. The lines are changing, and so are the fabrics and the use of colors and threads. Pants, although outlawed by decree, are adopted and decried by some. Gender is being revisited, with women crossdressing and adopting male outwear and codes. Some mention the term third sex. Colette, the French writer, is inscribed at the border between these two worlds and frequented the ‘tout Paris’ at the time, traversing both worlds. She was friends with some of the American creatives and kept literary and social connections with many.

The decade that followed the arrival of Baker and Flanner (who preceded her by three years with her partner, writer Solita Solano) was going to be one of the most heated decades leading up to World War II, at which time, many of the expatriate writers/artists left town to return home. However, those who
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